
THE MINKOWSKI UNITS OF RIBBON KNOTS

J. J. ANDREWS AND FORREST DRISTY1

1. Introduction. Following Fox [l ], we define a ribbon to be a singu-

lar disk in P3 in which all the singularities are of the type shown in

Figure 1. A knot is a ribbon knot il it is the boundary of a ribbon.

Figure 1

For each prime integer ¿>2, a unit CP= ±1, called a Minkowski

unit [2, p. 28], can be assigned to a given knot projection. These units

are knot invariants. The main result of this paper is that for ribbon

knots these units are all +1.

2. Ribbon projections. Let ¿ be a ribbon knot in R3, let 72 be the

unit square, and let /: 72—>P3 be a ribbon whose boundary is ¿. By

definition of a ribbon, the singular set 5= {x\f~lf(x)9ix} of/ con-

sists of an even number 2ra of pairwise disjoint arcs. Half of these arcs,

say C\, ■ • • , Cn, have the property that both their endpoints lie on

72, but they are otherwise disjoint from 72. For each Cf, i= 1, • • • , ra,

there is a unique arc C{ in 5 such that/(C/) =/(C<) and C[C\i2 = 0.

The arcs C¿ separate 72 into ra+1 components Xo, • • • , Xn, and the

endpoints of the arcs d separate 72 into a number of component arcs.

At least two of these component arcs, say Eu • • • , Em, have the

property that they join the two endpoints of some arc C,.

For each i = 1, • • • , ra, let ¿,- be an interior point of C, and let pi

he the unique point of C/ such that f(pí ) =/(¿¡). Also let g,- be an

interior point of P¿ for each i= 1, • • • , m. Then each component X¡

of 72 —U?_i Ci has a certain number r of pi's and q¡'s designated on its

boundary and a certain number s of pi's designated on its interior.
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It is easy to prove, by induction on the sum r+s, that in each X¡

there is a tree T¡ such that

(1) Tit~\Xi consists of the r points designated on Xit

(2) Ti intersects the arcs Ci contained in X{ only in the designated

points pí.

(3) All branch points of P,- are of order 3 and are different from the

points pi.

(4) The points pi are the endpoints of the tree P,-.

(5) The points pi are piercing points of the arcs Ci, i.e., osculating

points are not admitted.

See Figure 2.

Since no two of the trees Ti intersect in more than one point, the

union r=U?_o Ti is also a tree and has the properties:

(1) TiM2={qi, • • ■ ,qn},
(2) TC\Ci = Pi,
(3) Tr\C'i=pl.
See Figure 2.

Figure 2

Now P\T\J\J?.i(CiKJCi), where the symbol A\B means "A
collapses to B by Whitehead elementary collapsings" [3]. Hence

f(i2) \flru û (du col = f(T) uf(vc\

and since

f(T)Vf(Ùcl\\f(T),

it follows that

f(I2) \f(T).

If é is a positive real number, let N(f(T), e) represent a regular
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neighborhood of f(T) which lies within the e-neighborhood of f(T).

Lemma 1. For each e>0 and for each N(f(T), e) there is a ribbon

g : P-*R3 such that

F(T) C g(P) Ef(P) H N(f(T), e)

and such that g(Í2) andf(í2) are knots of the same type.

Proof. Since / is a continuous function defined on a compact set,

it is uniformly continuous and hence for each e>0 and for each

A^(/(P), e) there exists a S>0 such that if xEP and d(x, T) <S, then

f(x)EN(f(T), e). For each i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n let ai and bi be distinct

points of d such that pi Eaibi EN(T, §), and let o,- and &,- be

points of Ci such that f(ai)=f(ai) and f(bi)=f(b'). For each
i = l, • • • , n let ai' and bi' be distinct points of CiC\N(T, 5) such

that piEa'i'b'i' and such that ai'b¡' CInto¡&¿. For i=l, ■ • ■ , m let

Ci and di be points of £inAr(P, 8) such that qiEcid¡. Then there is a

regular neighborhood D of T such that

(i) al'bl' ED and Ór\C,= {ai', bi'} for » = 1, • • ■ , n,
(ii) aibi ED and DC\Ci = {ai, bi } for *-l, • • • , n,

(iii) CidiED and Úr\Ei= {ci} d,} for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m.
See Figure 3.

Figure 3

Let h: P—*D be a homeomorphism and let

g=foh:P^f(P).

Then f(T) Eg(P) Ef(P)C\N(f(T), e).
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To see that/(72) and g(î2) are knots of the same type, we observe

that together they bound a singular surface which collapses to either

of them. Such a collapsing gives an isotopy of one of these knots onto

the other, and this completes the proof of the lemma.

Let P: RZ—*R2 be a projection such that P is one-to-one on f(T)

except for a finite number of doublepoints, and such that no vertex

of f(T) is projected onto a doublepoint. If e is chosen sufficiently

small, the above lemma provides us with a ribbon g(72) whose bound-

ary g(I2) is of the same knot type as the given knot k =f(t2) and such

that its projection P(g(I2)) has no singularities except those resulting

from doublepoints in P(f(T)); that is, singularities of the forms

and

and singularities resulting from "twists" in g(I2) ; that is, singularities

of the form

Restricting P to g(P) gives a knot projection which we shall call a

ribbon projection of the knot ¿. A ribbon projection will be called

twist-free if it has no crossings of the form

Theorem 2. Every ribbon knot has a twist-free ribbon projection.

Proof. Let P be an arbitrary ribbon projection of a ribbon knot ¿.

We shall show that if P is not twist-free, the twists in it can be moved

out to the ends of the ribbon and thus be removed. The ribbon can

pass over or through itself in only four essentially different ways,

and we need only show that a twist can be moved past each type of
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crossing and also past a "fork" in the ribbon. The following diagrams

show how each of these cases can be handled, moving the twist to the

right in each case.

Case I. A twisted portion of the ribbon passes under (over) another

portion of the ribbon.

Case II. A twisted portion of the ribbon passes through another

portion of the ribbon.

Case III. A portion of the ribbon passes through a twisted portion

of the ribbon.
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Case IV. A portion of the ribbon passes through a twisted portion

of the ribbon in a manner different from Case III. The diagram shows

how this case can be reduced to Case I.
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Case V. A twist is moved past a "fork" in the ribbon. In all of these

cases a twist of the form

can be handled similarly.

3. Minkowski units. Let k be a ribbon knot and let P be a twist-

free ribbon projection of ¿. In order to compute the Minkowski units

[2, p. 28] for ¿, we first construct the quadratic matrix [2, p. 20]

for P. We take a Reidemeister shading of the projection plane in

which the unbounded region is white. Then the portion of the plane

which is the projection image of the ribbon will be black, except for

those places at which the ribbon crosses itself. See Figure 4.

Figure 4

Take counterclockwise to be the direction of positive orientation

of the plane, and assign to each doublepoint the index -f-1 or — 1

according as the arc must be rotated in the positive direction over a

white region or a black region to coincide with the lower arc. The

white regions formed by the ribbon crossing itself will be called square

regions, and the other bounded white regions will be called irregular

regions.

Remark A. The number of square regions is equal to the number of

irregular regions.

Proof. If g: P—>R3 is a ribbon, and if P: R3—>i?2 gives a twist-free

ribbon projection of g(/2), then P(g(P)) can be shrunk to the singu-

lar tree P(g(T)), where T is the tree in P described in the proof of

Lemma 1. In this shrinking, the number of irregular regions remains
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the same and the square regions become singular points (double-

points) in the mapping P o g: T-^>R2. Thus to prove the remark we

need only show that the number a of doublepoints in P(g(T)) is equal

to the number ß of bounded regions in R2—P(g(T)). Let a he the

number of vertices in T and let b he the number of edges in P. By

the Euler formula we have

(1) a - b + 1 = 2.

The number of vertices in P(g(T)) is a+a, and it is fairly easy to see

that the number of edges in P(g(T)) is b + 2a. Hence applying the

Euler formula to P(g(T)) gives

(2) (a + a) - (b + 2a) + (ß + I) = 2.

By use of (1), equation (2) reduces to

a = ß

and this proves the remark.

Remark B. The sum of the indices of the doublepoints around a square

region is zero.

Proof. There are only two kinds of square regions possible, one

kind obtained by the ribbon passing over itself and the other kind

obtained by the ribbon passing through itself. The remark holds in

both cases as can be verified by referring to Figure 4.

Remark C. No two irregular regions have a doublepoint in common

(because the irregular regions are separated from each other by the

image of the ribbon).

Remark D. No two square regions have a doublepoint in common

(because the square regions are separated from each other by images

of sections of the ribbon).

By Remark A we can let Ti, • • • ,Tn he the irregular regions and

rn+i, • • • , r2n be the square regions. The quadratic matrix M= (ai})

has a row corresponding to each bounded white region. In the ¿th row

(¿—1, • • • , 2ra), akk is the sum of the indices of the doublepoints

around Tk and akj, j^k, is the negative of the sum of the indices of

the doublepoints shared by Tk and T3. Using Remarks B, C, and D, it

is easy to see that the matrix M obtained from P has the form

(1) M = \ \I B>    0 J

where D is an raXra diagonal matrix, 0 is the raX« zero-matrix, B is

an «Xra matrix, and B' is the transpose of B.
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It is known that the quadratic matrix is always nonsingular. From

(1) it is evident that

det M = (- l)n det P-det B',

and from this it follows that det B^O, so B is also nonsingular.

Letting R be the matrix

R =

we see that2

R'MR =

-'    ]•

1/2 Brl{I - D)    1/2 £-'(/ + D).

I       0

0    -I

Since R is a rational matrix, and since the Minkowski units of a

matrix are preserved under rational transformations, it follows that

UP has the same Minkowski units as R'MR. But

det R'MR = ± 1,

so no odd prime divides det R'MR. Hence for each odd prime p, the

Minkowski unit Cp is +1. We have thus proved

Theorem 3. For a ribbon knot, the Minkowski units Cp are +1 for

all odd primes p.
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